
WEEK 1
01.20 - 01.27

Initial ideas and research
Narrowing down concepts 
Planning research methods
Beginning user research 
 Survey
 Car inventory 



INITIAL IDEAS & RESEARCH

How will this change our relationship with vehicles (society and 

individual)?

What happens to the shipping industry/truck driving jobs?

How old will you need to be to get into a vehicle alone?

Do we still need to own a vehicle?

What will the price be compared to current vehicles?

Do dealerships/test driving change?

Do you still need to drive your car off the lot?
How soon do we make human driven cars illegal if  at all? 

How long is the period of  overlap? 

Does the transition work?

How soon will there only be self-driving cars on the road?

Does the age to own a car change?

Should people still know how to drive?

How will people use this technology to make money?

Is hacking an issue?

Are there more or less  vehicles overall?

How does designated driving work?

How does picking stuff  from anywhere function?
How does our portrayal of  vehicles change?

Will the technology be smart enough to take us on dirt roads?

If  technology is not good enough do the drivers need to be able to 

take over?

How much will the roads need to change to help accompany the 

new self  driving cars?

How can VR play a role in autonomous vehicles?

How will entertainment industry change?

Do rules of  the road change? 

Does the carpool lane change?

Where is the split between autonomous/personal vehicles?

How will people use autonomous vehicles to create new markets?

How much money will these cars be able to save owners?

Will driving these cars be more economically efficient if  they are 
driven safely and most efficiently by a computer?
How will the car industry change?

Will people use their cars to make money for them?

Will cars be less personalized therefore cheaper?

How will jobs be affected? (loss of  jobs such as truck drivers)

How will cars drive on roads that aren’t paved well?

Will self  driving cars be better for the environment? 

Will there be more push for autonomous and environmentally 

friendly than traditional powerful gas guzzlers?

Will there be fewer bikers/walkers?

What sorts of  policies will be put into place to make autonomous 

cars legal/illegal?

Who is managing the fleet of  cars? 
Who is watching how you use your car?

How does security on vehicles work?

Social Technological Economic

Environmental

Political



NARROWING DOWN CONCEPTS

Road trips - playing music, having 

friends in the passenger seat to keep you 

company while driving, getting lost or 

having to figure out the directions

Looking out the window - you may no 

longer be inclined to do so if  you don’t 

have to focus on the road

Experience of  driving - pressing on the 

gas in a faster car

Finding a way to keep 
and add joy to 
tasks involving the car Car is less of  a buffer because it acts as 

a room or a space to interact with others 

(first dates, friends, family)

Events/regular interactions with family 

(taking children to school, airport pick-

ups)

Interactions with service workers is 

diminished

People without current access to 

driving can now be more social (elders, 

handicap)

People may be more likely to visit those 

who live far away 

Affect on people’s 
relationships

Food (delivery, pick-up, fast food, 

drive-in, drive-through)

Truck drivers (no more need?)

Garbage trucks

Mail/packages

Valet

Taxi/Uber/Lyft

Car towing/roadside assistance

Police/emergency vehicles

Change in the 
service industry



PLANNING NEXT STEPS & RESEARCH METHODS

Now 

Stakeholder map 

Concept maps 

 Vehicle 

 Non-tangible

Diagram timeline of  a car (life of  product) 

 New, prime , old 

 Treatment of  car

Survey

 Driving stories with family, friends, significant others, strangers, etc. 
 Favorite things to do with a car 

 What you use a car for

 What you enjoy/hate about driving

 Do you want to own a car and why? 

 Do you like being the driver or passenger? Why?

 A good/bad memory of  being in the car 

 Check things you do when you’re in the car with the following: 

 family, friends, significant other, stranger

Personal inventories (what’s in your car?)

 Take pictures 

 Create personas

Later 

Interviews

Talk to Uber drivers

Love letter/break up letter (to a 

product)

 

Focus group workshop

Role-playing (act out scenarios)

Speed dating (to test out design ideas)



SURVEY & RESPONSES  Sent out a survey to gather preliminary research.



MORE SURVEY RESPONSES
Why do you like to be a passenger or a driver? Why do you want or not want to own a car? Tell us about a memory you have related to a car ride.



CAR INVENTORY  Asked 10 people to take photos of things in their cars. 
Jane

Lauren

Mason

Sarah


